
KITCHEN CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
This high-traffic area of your home, restaurants, hotels, banquets requires special attention only a professional 
cleaning service provides. ‘Cleaningroots’ housekeepers thoroughly disinfect clean and shine every surface in your 
kitchen, storages & other utility areas.

After dusting, the house cleaning team carefully cleans appliance surfaces, range hoods, stove drip pans, burner 
grates and control knobs. Splatters inside your microwave are quickly removed and the turn table scrubbed. We 
wash countertops, making sure to damp-wipe cupboard fronts, platform, knobs, chopping tables and chairs.

‘Cleaningroots’ will shine all surfaces, sweep and mop floors, leaving your kitchen professionally cleaned and 
smelling fresh. Emptying trash cans and straightening the linens add that final touch.

Throughout the entire process, ‘Cleaningroots’ professionals ensure breakable items are treated with care. And that 
our residential housekeepers are taking your personal cleaning preferences into account.

Discover how ‘Cleaningroots’ as a professional house cleaning company can work for you.

OUR OTHER CLEANING SERVICES:

Car Spa & Deep Detailing | Club, Resort & Wellness Spa Cleaning | Corporate Office Cleaning | Curtain & Blinds 
Cleaning | Deep House Cleaning | Education Institution Cleaning | Facade & Glass Cleaning | Fumigation Services
 | Housekeeping & Facility Management | Hospital & Healthcare Facilities Cleaning | Industrial Cleaning | Luxury 
Bus & Coach Cleaning (AC) | Movie Theater & Multiplex Cleaning | Party Plot & Banquet Cleaning | Pest Control | 
Pre & Post Interior Design Cleaning & Architectural Sites cleaning | Pre & Post Tenant Occupancies Cleaning 
Service & Studio Apartments Cleaning | Residential Tower Cleaning (Annual Maintenance Contract) | Shopping 
Malls & Escalator Cleaning | Sofa Upholstery & Carpet Cleaning (Textile & Leather) | Solar Panel Cleaning | Stone 
Floor Cleaning & Polishing | Swimming Pool Cleaning | Washroom Cleaning & Sanitizing | Water Tank Cleaning | 
Wooden Floor & Tile Polishing 



Follow us on 

‘Cleaningroots’ is a unique and elite residential, commercial and industrial cleaning services company. A premier mechanized 
housekeeping and facility management service provider in various categories under mentioned segments, with a difference and 
all located under ONE roof, comprising of trained manpower and teamwork.
 
‘Cleaningroots’ is a brainchild of Mr. Gajendra Singh Parihar, MBA (Marketing) with rich industry experience of seventeen years, 
majorly into service industry, who firmly believes ‘Cleanliness is a way of living rather a lifestyle’. Be it our home, office or valued 
possessions, we like them to be hygienic, tidy, clean and organized. His passion for cleaning and vision for providing it a 
respectable profession status in the industry is clearly visible, in the detail oriented cleaning processes offerings along with 
compliance adherence.
 
At ‘Cleaningroots’, we take customer service to the highest level by offering tailor made cleaning schedules. After sales service 
and customer's valued feedback compilation are our watchwords  for continuous improvement. We work for you to ensure that 
your surroundings are clean and orderly. We distinguish ourselves by establishing a customized assessment for every individual 
and organization needs, thus providing them with a meaningful solution.
 
We are committed to use the latest and most effective machines, tools and chemicals available to clean and sanitize the areas 
where you spend most of your time. In addition to using the most effective supplies, we also schedule routine quality control visits 
and utilize state of the art technology through the use of our electronic and manual quality control checklists.

‘Cleaningroots’ will shortly be serving you in your city viz. Vadodara, Bharuch, Surat and Rajkot.

6, Sukirti Tower, Opp. Aagman Avenue, Near Chandan Party Plot, Satellite, 
Ahmedabad-380015 (Gujarat)
Mobile: +91 9974711122
Email: info@cleaningroots.com | Website: www.cleaningroots.com
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